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First-principles modeling of superlattice intrinsic stacking fault energies in Ni$_3$Al based alloys
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High-throughput quantum mechanics based simulations have been carried out to establish the change in lattice parameter and superlattice intrinsic stacking fault (SISF) formation energies in Ni$_3$Al-based alloys using the axial Ising model. We had direct access to the variation in SISF energies due to finite compositional change of the added ternary transition metal (TM) element through constructing large supercells, which was equally necessary to account for chemical disorder. We find that most added TM ternaries induce an important quasi-linear increase in the SISF energy as a function of alloying composition $x$. The most pronounced increase corresponds to Fe addition, while Co addition decreases the SISF energy monotonically. Our results shed light on the role played by TM elements on strengthening L1$_2$ Ni$_3$Al precipitates against stacking fault shear. The data are of high importance for designing new Ni-based superalloys based on computational approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays high-performance aero-engines owe their exceptional high-temperature mechanical properties to Ni-based superalloys consisting of a large volume fraction of ordered γ′(L1$_2$) Ni$_3$Al precipitates coherently embedded in a matrix of γ-Ni (fcc Ni) phase\textsuperscript{1}. The shear strength of these precipitates resulting from order strengthening and the anomalous temperature dependence of the yield stress (critical resolved shear stress CRSS) give rise to Ni-based superalloys extraordinary strength and deformation resistance at high-temperatures\textsuperscript{2}. In contrary to the situation at high temperatures ($\geq 950^\circ\text{C}$\textsuperscript{3}) and low stresses where the micromechanism of creep is characterized by dislocations activity of type $a/2\langle110\rangle\{111\}$ restricted to the $\gamma$ channels, experiments\textsuperscript{3–5} have shown that at intermediate-temperatures ($750 – 850^\circ\text{C}$) and high stresses ($\geq 500\text{ MPa}$) the micromechanism of creep is quite different. Reports in the literature\textsuperscript{3–4} established that during the primary creep process the deformation occurs by shearing the γ′ precipitates – so called stacking fault shear – by dislocation ribbons of overall Burgers vector $a\langle112\rangle$\textsuperscript{3,5}.

It was Leverant and Kear\textsuperscript{6} who made the first observation that primary creep deformation occurs by the movement of dislocation ribbons of net Burgers vector $a\langle112\rangle$, which was later supported by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies. Now it is known that the mechanism of formation of the $a\langle112\rangle$ dislocation ribbons involves the reaction of $a/2\langle110\rangle\{111\}$ dislocations in $\gamma$, which are dissociated into their Shockley partials. A typical reaction might then be given by\textsuperscript{5}

$$a/2\{011\} + a/2\{101\} \rightarrow a/3\{112\} + a/6\{112\}$$

(1)

If the applied stress is sufficient, the $a/3\{112\}$ dislocation is able to enter the γ′, leaving a superlattice intrinsic stacking fault (SISF) behind it and the remaining $a/6\{112\}$ at the γ/γ′ interface. The SISF energy is known to play an important role in the structure and energetics of dislocations formed by slip processes. There is strong evidence that SISFs and SESFs, characterized by low fault-energies relative to other stacking fault configurations, are the main planar fault energies through which shearing of the γ′ phase happens under high-applied-stress and low-intermediate-temperatures creep conditions\textsuperscript{6,11–13} (Primary creep). The knowledge of the variation of these fault energies upon alloying is extremely important to have a better understanding of the shearing of the strengthening γ′ phase in nickel-base superalloys which is crucial for developing physics-based deformation models of the aerospace and power generation systems.

The transmission electron microscopy technique used to determine the planar fault energies is known to involve assumptions, and consequently produces sometimes inaccurate values, particularly for the SISF energies – see Ref. \textsuperscript{10} and references therein. The experimental technique relies on measuring the width of the stacking fault ribbon which is inversely proportional to the fault energy\textsuperscript{11–13}. Accordingly, it is accompanied by difficulties related to thin film effects, short length ribbons (comparable to errors) and uncertainty in applying corrections. Moreover, the experimental determination of fault energies depends heavily on the type of elasticity theory applied.

On the other hand, \textit{ab initio} quantum mechanics based methods are powerful tools that can be harnessed to enhance the mechanical properties of complex multicomponent Ni-base superalloys \textit{via} probing the variation of
the stacking fault energies upon adding a specific ternary element with composition \( x \) to the Ni\(_3\)Al-based systems. There are several factors giving rise to the complexity of Ni-base superalloys: the wide variety of alloying elements (as many as 10-15), the intricacy of the microstructure (two-phase mixture), and most importantly for this study is the chemical disorder. Investigating stacking fault energies while representing properly the chemical randomness is a big challenge due to the difficulty in modeling solid solutions and the high computational cost to perform the calculation. In the literature, there are few attempts to approach this issue but they are done on model systems and not in a systematic way.

The aim of this study is to address how the chemical disorder influences SISF energies in Ni\(_3\)Al-based alloys through employing a wide variety of transition metal (TM) elements. We try to establish the evolution in SISF energy as a function of alloying composition \( x \). The main issues we tackle: Is the nature of the variation of SISF energy in Ni\(_3\)Al-based pseudo-binary alloys similar to that in Ni-based binary alloys? Are the magnitudes of the SISF energies smaller or greater than those of anti-phase boundary (APB) at similar compositions? Do different alloying elements display important different effects on the SISF energy? Does the change in SISF energies in the studied pseudo-binary systems offer the possibility to fine-tune the SISF energies of a multicomponent alloy and thereby optimizing creep resistance?

In fact, the SISF energies calculation and their accuracy depend heavily on the lattice parameters of the pertinent alloys. Hence, we carefully model the variation of the lattice parameter in Ni\(_3\)Al based alloys.

II. SISF ENERGY INVESTIGATION METHODOLOGY

The SISF energy is the energy cost needed to shear two adjacent atomic planes in a crystal lattice relative to each other. There are two methodological approaches to explore the alloying effect on the SISF energies of Ni\(_3\)Al. The most complex one is where one shears two parts of a pristine supercell with respect to one another along a specific plane with a relative displacement \( x \). This gives rise to the concept of conventional generalized stacking fault energy (GSF) \cite{14}, known as \( \gamma_{GS} \) or \( \gamma \)-surface. The superlattice intrinsic stacking fault energy corresponds to a particular point on the \( \gamma \)-surface, the minima in the strain-energy versus relative-displacement \( x \) curve with \( x \) assuming a specific partial Burgers vector, thereby called stable stacking fault. The unstable stacking fault energy, a crucial parameter in determining the ductility of the material\cite{15}, corresponding to the first maximum in the strain-energy versus relative-displacement \( x \) curve, is reached before the SISF.

The second approach is the axial Ising model\cite{16} (AIM) where the SISF energy is determined directly from a series expansion of different infinitely repeated defect-free stacking sequences. In the first order only L1\(_2\) and D0\(_{19}\) stacking sequences are considered, while higher-order expansions involve more complex phases. The major advantage of using this approach is its reasonable computational cost in comparison with the highly time demanding supercell approach where the the stacking fault is explicitly considered. Hence, the AIM model provides a robust tool to qualitatively estimate the variation in SISF energies upon alloying and variation due to magnetic fluctuation\cite{17–24}. A further advantage of the AIM model is the feasibility and straightforwardness of considering the temperature effects, due to applicability of including bulk lattice, magnetic and electronic excitations\cite{23–25}.

However, there exist some disadvantages from using this model. One cannot account for certain effects induced by the stacking fault formation such as: changes in the local magnetic order, spatial atomic arrangement, segregation of impurities phenomena known as Suzuki and anti-Suzuki effects\cite{26–29}. Moreover, one cannot probe with this model the changes in chemical order occurring near the fault and the energetic barriers related to the formation of SISF. The supercell approach treats explicitly the energetic barriers needed to be overcome in order to realize the SISF, thus averting the abovementioned disadvantages presented by the AIM model. However, the use of the supercell approach comes with a high price; it demands large computing time due to the large supercell designed to describe the fault. As far as Ni-based materials are concerned, this method has been applied to calculate planar fault energies in pure L1\(_2\) compound Ni\(_3\)Al\cite{29}, fcc Ni\cite{30}, Ni\(_3\)Al dilute alloys\cite{29,31}, and few Ni\(_3\)Al-based alloys\cite{32}.

In fact a proper representation of the chemical disorder in Ni\(_3\)Al real alloys demands large configurational space on its own - a simple atomistic description of random alloys based on a statistical distribution of atoms represents a serious challenge. Considering the fact that we are interested only in estimating the magnitude of the SISF energies in Ni\(_3\)Al based random solid solutions and not the complete information of the \( \gamma \)-surface, we have decided to employ the AIM model, thereby avoiding an additional increase in the size of the supercell as imposed by the supercell approach. It should be mentioned within this context that Yu and Wang\cite{29} have earlier applied the supercell approach to study few Ni\(_3\)Al dilute alloys with five ternary elements; however they have introduced the ternary element as a single impurity, substituting an Al atom in the slip plane, which does not account for the random distribution of atoms on the Al sublattice. Therefore their studied systems lack the realistic representation of chemical disorder and subsequently cannot be regarded as random solid solutions.

The detailed methodology of the AIM is explained elsewhere\cite{13,16,33}. There are two implementations of the AIM: the axial nearest-neighbor Ising model (ANNI) and the axial next-nearest-neighbor Ising model (ANNNI). The ANNNI model, involving three struc-
tures L12, D019 and D024, is sufficient as interactions are generally very short in range in metals. The ANNII model, involving only L12 and D019 structures, has proven to produce similar values to the ANNII model. The (111) SISF formation energy of L12 alloys using the axial nearest-neighbor Ising model (ANNII) is given by

\[ \gamma_{\text{ANNII}}^{L12} = \frac{8(E_{\text{D019}} - E_{\text{L12}})}{V_{L12}^{2/3} \cdot \sqrt{3}}. \]  

where \( V_{L12} \) is the volume of 4-atoms L12 unit cell and \( V_{L12}^{2/3} \cdot \sqrt{3} \) is the area of 4-atoms in the L12 (111) plane over which the stacking fault extends. \( E_{L12} \) and \( E_{D019} \) are the energies per atom of the L12 and D019 structures.

III. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

A. Modeling pseudobinary alloys

We describe \( \gamma' \) Ni3Al-based alloys as pseudobinary systems where Ni and Al atoms occupy exclusively their own sublattices and the added TM ternary element X occupies either Ni or Al or both sublattices simultaneously, specifically: (a) Ni\(_{0.75-x}\)X\(_x\)Al\(_{0.25}\) or (b) Ni\(_{0.75}\)Al\(_{0.25}\)\(_{-x}\)X\(_x\) or (c) Ni\(_{0.75}\)Al\(_{0.25}\)\(_{-x}\)Fe\(_{2x}\): X belongs to 3d, 4d and 5d, while x is the alloying composition. The studied range of values of x is limited to the experimental solubility of X in Ni3Al alloys. The pseudobinary systems Ni\(_{0.75}\)Al\(_{0.25}\)\(_{-x}\)X\(_x\) and Ni\(_{0.75-x}\)Al\(_{0.25}\)\(_{-x}\)X\(_2x\) are both modeled using 256-atom L12-based 4×4×4×(×4-atoms) and D019-based 4×4×2(×8-atoms) supercells, whereas Ni\(_{0.75-x}\)X\(_x\)Al\(_{0.25}\) system is modeled using 128-atom L12-based 4×4×2(×4-atoms) and D019-based 4×2×2(×8-atoms) supercells. The supercells were generated to reproduce chemical disorder in alloys neglecting the contribution from possible short-range order effects. We have minimized the Warren-Cowley short-range order (SRO) parameters at several nearest neighbor coordination shells to guarantee random distribution of atoms. We provide the supercells as supplementary materials. As implied in their chemical formulas, our alloys are stoichiometric, nonstoichiometric alloying occurs on either one or at both sublattices separately. Ni-antisites and vacancies are not accounted for in this study. The added ternary elements have experimentally and theoretically proven to show strong site preference to either one of the sublattices or equally to both. Additionally, this preference for some elements, namely, Mn, Fe, Co, Cu, Ag and Au, changes depending on the Ni3Al phase composition. Accordingly, the TM element X has been assigned to Ni or Al or both sublattices in accordance with experiment and theory.

B. First-principles techniques

Density-functional theory DFT was employed to perform the first-principles calculations. The total energies and forces were calculated using the Projector Augmented Wave method, implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP). The exchange–correlation (XC) energy of electrons is described in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using the functional parameterization of Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof. Necessary convergence tests were made to control the stability of energy differences between L12 and D019 phases, where the energy cut–off, a crucial parameter of calculation for the PAWs, was set to 350 meV. This was enough to guarantee the uncertainty in SISF energy to be less than 2 mJ/m\(^2\). A mesh of a 36, 32, 68, and a 74 special k–points for 256-Atom L12, 256-Atom D019, 128-Atom L12, and 128-Atom D019, respectively, were taken in the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone for the total energy calculations. The convergence tests for the plane–wave cutoff and the number of the k–points were essential to assure reliable total energy differences. Whilst relaxing the L12 phase we have intentionally kept its spacegroup fixed. That was feasible by keeping the supercell shape fixed (no cell shape relaxation was allowed) while minimizing L12 total energy. In this way, a spontaneous lowering of the symmetry from a high symmetric phase was not possible. The L12 volume was equilibrated, assuming a zero–pressure environment, through successively carrying out a set of volume optimization and local atomic relaxations, until no further change in total energy was observed. Regarding the D019 phase, we emphasize that the total energy was minimized, through performing only local atomic relaxations at the corresponding L12 equilibrium volume-per-atom and at fixed D019 ideal c/a ratio, in this way we guaranteed that \( a_{\text{D019}} \) and \( c_{\text{D019}} \) correspond to the underlying L12 lattice, i.e., \( a_{\text{D019}}/a_{\text{L12}} = \sqrt{2} \) and \( c_{\text{D019}}/a_{\text{L12}} = \sqrt{3}/3 \). The atomic positions for both phases were relaxed using the conjugate gradient algorithm, a highly recommended scheme to relax the atoms into their instantaneous ground state, especially in case atomic relaxation is problematic.

C. Magnetism

It is known that Ni3Al is a weak itinerant ferromagnet with very low Curie temperature \( T_c = 41.5 \text{ K} \) (ferromagnetic to paramagnetic transition). Adding a transition metal element to Ni3Al may render it paramagnetic at already 0 K or enhance and extend its ferromagnetic state up to higher temperatures, such as in Ni\(_{0.75-x}\)Al\(_{0.25-x}\)Fe\(_{2x}\), where \( T_c \) increases from 41.5 K for the Fe-free to 410 K for the limiting concentration of 12 at. % Fe in the L12 structure. At intermediate temperature ranges (800-1100 K), most likely all Ni3Al based alloys will be in the paramagnetic state. Let us note here...
that at the abovementioned temperatures the local magnetic moment on Ni can survive due to longitudinal spin fluctuations LSF [53].

Considering the difficulties associated with determining the SISF energies of alloys in their paramagnetic state, we have decided to do spin-polarized (SP) calculations. We believe that a PAW spin-polarized scheme, allowing relaxation of local magnetic moments on the different atoms of an alloy, while not imposing a zero total magnetization, can yield a close picture, of the change in SISF energies, to what one can get with an exact treatment of the high temperature paramagnetic phase.

IV. RESULTS

A. Lattice parameters

The dispersion strengthening and the morphology of γ′ precipitates are mainly controlled by the lattice misfit between γ and γ′ phases in Ni-base superalloys. The effect of composition on lattice parameter is indispensable to determine the misfit between γ and γ′. The sign and magnitude of the misfit between both phases are known to control microstructural evolution during creep and thus creep behavior [54, 55]. Consequently the knowledge of the lattice parameter upon introducing a transition metal solute X into either Ni or Al-sublattice, with finer compositional changes x close to the stoichiometric Ni₃Al γ′ phase is indispensable to establish trends facilitating the design and characterization of new commercial superalloys. The induced-change in the lattice parameter of Ni₃Al has been investigated experimentally and theoretically in a number of papers, whereby the experimental studies [35, 56, 57] include specific solutes only, and the theoretical calculations are rare and concern particular model alloys.

Making use of ab initio quantum mechanics based methods, which have proved to be quite reliable in predicting structural and thermodynamic properties of alloys [58], we try to establish and understand the dependence of the lattice parameter, in Ni₃Al based alloys, on the alloy composition, using an exhaustive number of the transition metals TM atoms as alloying ternary elements.

1. Experimental situation

The available experimental data [35, 56, 57] are, unfortunately, scarce and concern only several investigated compositions of quite few alloys. Mishima et al. [35] prepared Ni₃Al alloys with ternary transition elements by arc-melting and homogenized the samples at 1273 K and 1423 K (for Ta and Nb) and then furnace cooled to ambient temperature. Additionally, they made use of rare number of data available – see Ref [35] and references therein. They argue that the alloy additions were chosen
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FIG. 2. Variation in the equilibrium lattice parameter of the alloy Ni$_{75}$Al$_{25-x}$X$_x$ as a function of the ternary element composition x (at. %). Within each panel, we present the available experimental data (RT [35, 56, 59] and 293 K [57]). The lines connecting the points are only to help guiding the eyes through the data.

so that the increase in alloying element is along the direction that gives the maximum solubility of $\gamma'$ in each ternary phase diagram, subsequently the authors present that Co, Pd, Pt and Cu substitute for Ni-sites, while Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Mo and W substitute for Al-sites. In contrast to Ref. 35, Morinaga et al. [56] grew L1$_2$ single crystals containing Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Nb, Ta and Mo using the Bridgman method. These crystals were heat treated at 1273 K and rapidly quenched in water. The composition of each alloying element X was then determined to be about 5 at. % for all crystals except that for Ni$_3$(Al,Mo) it was about 4 at. %. The authors [56] clearly state that the refinements with respect to the occupation number were tried without success, therefore the following model has been adopted: (1) When the Ni concentration exceeds 75 at. %, the excess sites in the Ni sublattice are filled with compositionally averaged Al and X atoms. The Al sublattice is occupied by the rest of the Al and X atoms. According to this assumption, all the considered alloying elements partition mostly to the Al-sublattice as Ni composition is close to 75 at. %.

On the other hand, Savin et al. [57], within the context of studying the kinetics of ordering in Ni$_3$Al alloyed with a third element (Nb, Ti, V, W, Cr, Co, Fe), measured the lattice parameters. Single phase Ni$_3$Al-based alloys were made using the Bridgman technique and annealed at 1500 K. The lattice parameters were then measured at 293 K. The authors present the chemical composition of the constituents of each crystal, however, no information about the site-occupation number is given. Since the Ni composition of the alloys containing Nb, V, Ti and W is fixed to 75 at. % and the Al-composition of the alloy...
FIG. 3. The equilibrium lattice parameter of the alloy \( \text{Ni}_{75-x}\text{Al}_{25-x}X_{2x} \) evolution as a function of the ternary element composition \( x \) (at. %). The RT experimental data from Ref. [35] are shown in each panel. The lines connecting the points are only to help guiding the eyes through the data.

containing Co is fixed to 25 at. %, we adopt the same assumption made by Morinaga et al. [56] to have an approximate idea about the site-preference behavior. Consequently, we present the lattice parameter of the alloys containing Nb, V, Ti and W on the Al-sites substitution graph and that of Co on the Ni-site.

2. Experimental versus theoretical lattice parameters

Figs. [1234] show our 0 K predictions of the variation of the equilibrium lattice constants in the quasi-binary alloys: \( \text{Ni}_{75-x}\text{Al}_{25-x}X_{2x} \), \( \text{Ni}_{75}\text{Al}_{25-x}X_{x} \) and \( \text{Ni}_{75-x}\text{Al}_{25}\text{Fe}_{2x} \) alongside the available experimental data [35, 56, 57, 59]. Only Mishima et al. [35] provide data for several compositions per alloy giving us an idea how the lattice parameter qualitatively behaves as a function of alloying composition. On the other hand, Refs. [56 and 57] present the data of one single composition per alloy; these data can be used merely as an indicative of the magnitude of the change in lattice parameter due to a specific alloying composition.

Our zero K data qualitatively resemble the experimental [35] RT lattice parameter compositional dependence. Apart from the alloy \( \text{Ni}_{75-x}\text{Al}_{25-x}\text{Fe}_{2x} \), the maximum difference between our 0 K and the experimental data is \( \sim 0.36 \% \) occurring in the alloy \( \text{Ni}_{75}\text{Al}_{25-x}\text{Ti}_{x} \) around the composition 12 at.%, which is understood as the experimental data are measured at RT where the thermal expansion is not negligible. In accordance with Mishima et al. [35], we predict the change in the lattice parameter in the alloys \( \text{Ni}_{75-x}\text{Co}_{x}\text{Al}_{25} \) and \( \text{Ni}_{75-x}\text{Al}_{25-x}\text{Cr}_{2x} \) to be very small. On the other hand, all the other alloys manifest a linear compositional dependence similarly to their variation at RT [35].

In general, one can understand the predicted and observed increase/decrease of the lattice parameter
FIG. 5. The variation of the equilibrium lattice parameter as a function of alloying composition $x$ for the L1$_2$ Ni-Al-Fe system. Our 0 K data correspond to alloys depending on the Fe site-preference. The lines connecting the points are only to help guiding the eyes through the data.

with composition in terms of the atomic size difference between the Ni/Al and the substituting ternary element. This is often called the geometric or atomic size argument\[60\]. For instance, larger Ti (Pd) atoms occupying smaller Al(Ni)-sites induce an increase in the alloy lattice parameter and smaller V atoms occupying larger Al-sites induce a reduction. In order to understand the differences in the composition variation of the alloy lattice parameter among the different systems, we try to identify a possible relation between the alloying element position in the periodic table and the alloy lattice parameter. To see the trend, we need to consider elements across the periodic table i.e., 3, 4 and 5$d$ transition metal TM series - not only those shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. In Fig. 4 we establish the variation of the alloy lattice parameter as a function of the alloying element $d$-electron count for the alloy composition 2.34375 at. %. We observe a minimum lying toward the center of the TM series. This minimum is highly pronounced for 4 and 5$d$ band series. The fluctuation exhibited across the 3$d$ series is attributed to the strong magnetic nature of its elements, namely Cr/Mn/Fe/Co/Ni. This parabolic-minimum feature is related to the maximum cohesive-energy\[61\] of the elements located in the center relative to the periphery elements.

One can clearly recognize in Fig. 4 the dependence of the alloy lattice constant on the substitutional element atomic number for both Ni and Al-sites. This dependence shows that alloying Ni$_3$Al with TM elements residing toward the peripheries of the 4 and 5$d$ periods yields an increase considerably larger than elements lying around the center. This explains how different ternary additions affect differently the lattice parameter as a function of alloying composition.

B. Superlattice intrinsic stacking fault energies

1. SISF energy accuracy

We have observed that $\gamma_{ANNI}^{L12}$ is extremely sensitive to energy difference between properly and unsatisfactorily relaxed L1$_2$ and D0$_{19}$ structures. As well stated in subsection III B we did not allow cell shape relaxations for both structures. Considering L1$_2$, at first we have relaxed the supercell volume keeping atomic positions fixed. Let’s denote this as 1$^{st}$ step. In the 2$^{nd}$ step we set the volume of the supercell to the newly determined equilibrium volume and only allowed local atomic relaxations in order to find the configuration corresponding to minimum energy and forces. In the 3$^{rd}$ step, we updated the atomic positions to the new ones and relaxed again the supercell volume. We have repeated this procedure until the total energy changed no more. We found a significant energy difference between the 1$^{st}$ and the final step. This is due to the fact that the system has not yet converged into its lowest energetic configuration of volume and atomic-positions. Let’s denote this energetic deviation between fully (final step) and non-converged (1$^{st}$ step) L1$_2$ structure (in terms of the true minimum) as $\delta E_{L12}$. Concerning D0$_{19}$, at first we performed a static calculation at its counterpart L1$_2$ volume-per-atom i.e., atoms occupy their ideal D0$_{19}$ lattice sites and no volume relaxation (1$^{st}$ step). Next, we relaxed the D0$_{19}$ atomic positions also at its counterpart L1$_2$ volume-per-atom, in this way D0$_{19}$ is guaranteed to correspond to the underlying L1$_2$ lattice. The local atomic relaxations were repeated until no further energy change was noticed. Similarly to L1$_2$ we designate the energetic deviation between fully (final step) and non-converged (1$^{st}$ step) D0$_{19}$
FIG. 7. Change in SISF energies due to introducing an alloying ternary element X with composition $x$ uniquely to the Ni-sublattice. The solid red line symbolizes a fit to the pertinent data. The lines connecting the points are only to help guiding the eyes through the data.

structure in terms of the true minimum as $\delta E_{D0_{19}}$. Now Eq. [2] can be rearranged to include both energetic deviations $\delta E_{L1_2}$ and $\delta E_{D0_{19}}$, and their impact on altering the magnitude of SISF energy,

$$
\gamma_{ANNI}^{L1_2} = \frac{8(E_{D0_{19}} - E_{L1_2})}{V_{L1_2}^{2/3} \cdot \sqrt{3}}
+ \frac{8(\delta E_{D0_{19}} - \delta E_{L1_2})}{V_{L1_2}^{2/3} \cdot \sqrt{3}}.
$$

(3)

the error is

$$
\delta \gamma_{ANNI}^{L1_2} = \frac{8(\delta E_{D0_{19}} - \delta E_{L1_2})}{V_{L1_2}^{2/3} \cdot \sqrt{3}}.
$$

(4)

We present in Fig. 6 the error in SISF energy, $\delta \gamma_{ANNI}^{L1_2}$, as a function of the absolute energetic deviation $\delta E_{D0_{19}} - \delta E_{L1_2}$. The fault-area term, i.e. $A = V_{L1_2}^{2/3} \cdot \sqrt{3}$ depends on the alloying system, however, $\delta \gamma_{ANNI}^{L1_2}$ is not sensitive to the variation in the magnitude of fault-area. The minimum value of $A$ is $21.6438 \times 10^{-20} m^2$ corresponding to Ni$_{0.75-x}$Pt$_x$Al$_{0.25}$ (x=14.0625 at. %) and the maximum value is $23.0103 \times 10^{-20} m^2$ corresponding to Ni$_{0.75-x}$Pt$_x$Al$_{0.25}$ (x=14.0625 at. %), thus we set this term into an average value $22.32705 \times 10^{-20} m^2$.

As shown Fig. 6 an absolute energy difference as small as 0.01 eV/atom or 0.965 kJ/(mol-at.) can produce a 57 mJ/m$^2$ error in SISF energy - a large value. In point of fact, such an error is most likely to occur with the state-of-the-art available first-principles methods if one does not meticulously search for the lowest energy configurations of L1$_2$ and D0$_{19}$ considering all allowed types of relaxations.

The above discussion explains the large deviation between SISF energy data presented in Fig. 7, 8 and 9. The largest difference is observed for the alloy Ni$_{0.75-x}$Pt$_x$Al$_{0.25}$ where it reaches about 162 mJ/m$^2$ at 14.0625 at. %Pt. This arises from the energy difference between the static and atomic-positions-relaxed calculations of D0$_{19}$ structure; at that particular composition $\delta E_{D0_{19}}$ is 0.0291 eV/atom. This difference is understood because Pt atoms characterized by large Wigner-Seitz (WS) [62] radii (1.5319 Å) are substituting small Ni atoms (WS=1.3756 Å) and this atomic-size mismatch will induce an important atomic relaxations leading the system into its lowest energy configuration which is very much different from that of static calculations.

2. Zero Kelvin SISF energy

In Fig. 7, 8 and 9 we present the variation of SISF energies as a function of alloying composition $x$. We have computed the SISF energies for a range of alloying compositions limited to the maximum solubility of each ternary element X in $\gamma'$-Ni$_3$Al [35]. The figures are classified into three categories depending on the site preference of the alloying element X. For each alloy we present two
FIG. 8. Variation in SISF energies upon introducing an alloying ternary element X with composition $x$ exceptionally to the Al-sites. The solid red line symbolizes a fit to the pertinent data. In panel (a), the down-ward orange triangles represent our calculations for the SISF energy at the RT experimental volumes\cite{35}. The lines connecting the points are only to help guiding the eyes through the data.

Data sets: one done with D0\textsubscript{19} phase atomic positions occupying their ideal lattice sites i.e. static calculation of the energy, while the second data set corresponds to energy of D0\textsubscript{19} phase where local atomic relaxations were performed in order to minimize forces on atoms within the the supercell. The purpose from presenting both data sets is to give a sense of magnitude of the large impact of relaxing D0\textsubscript{19} atomic positions on SISF energy for some ternary elements. Also, this kind of comparison is missing in literature work using AIM. The results that should be compared against experiment are those with atomic positions relaxed. From here onwards (until the end of this section) the discussion is related to SISF energy results corresponding to those obtained with relaxing the D0\textsubscript{19} structure.

As manifested in the figures, the extent of the sensitivity of SISF energies to chemical composition is considerable and for some alloys is remarkable. For instance $\sim 4$ at.\% Fe increases Ni\textsubscript{3} Al SISF energy by 150 mJ/m$^2$. We should mention that our predicted SISF energies correspond to the situation where the ternary element composition is homogeneous throughout the fault region and the bulk. This is due to the fact that the applied AIM is a mean field approach based on comparing energies of two bulk structures. Therefore, one can not account for possible compositional variation (local concentration or enrichment of the ternary element) across the fault region with this model because the fault is not treated
FIG. 9. Change in SISF energies for the case where same number of ternary added atoms go to both sublattices. The solid red line symbolizes a fit to the pertinent data. The lines connecting the points are only to help guiding the eyes through the data.

explicitly. In fact, it has been shown recently [28] using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), of two commercial superalloys (CMSX-4 and ME3), that some alloying elements notably Co and Cr segregate to the intrinsic stacking fault region within $\gamma'$ precipitate, thus inducing a significant compositional variation in the vicinity of the fault. Later, Eurich and Bristowe [31] investigated using first-principles calculations the segregation behaviour of several alloying elements, confirming Co and Cr segregation to the fault. They found [31] that high alloy compositions of segregating elements can change the SISF energy in Ni$_3$Al by up to 126 mJ/m$^2$. Hence, one expects that the difference in SISF energy between direct supercell approach (accounting for local composition across the fault relative to the bulk) and the AIM model to be significant for alloys with high concentration of segregating elements, such as Co and Cr.

In Fig. 8 (a) and (g), we plot SISF energies change due to Ti and Ta additions, reported by Vamsi and Karthikeyan [32] using direct supercell approach. These SISF energies were determined through considering explicitly the stacking fault. For both Ti and Ta, our SISF energy composition dependence trend is consistent with their predictions. This could largely due to the fact that they employed a procedure to ensure the alloy composition across the fault and in the bulk are identical.

On the other hand, the striking increase of SISF energy upon alloying for most of the added elements X, except for Co, Cu and Pd is in contrast with the situation in $\gamma''$-Ni where the stacking fault is characterized by an important reduction when introducing an alloying element X [63]. The increase in SISF energy in $\gamma'$ comes as a penalty for lowering its high state of structural order. Adding chemical elements like Ti, Nb, Ta and V will increase the stability of the perfect L1$_2$ structure with respect to the distorted one. The hexagonal-close-packed like environment, within a L1$_2$ structure, is thus not favorable via alloying, except for cobalt. Most of the alloying elements induce a sublinear increase, whereas Cu and Pd produce a downward bowing with respect to the $\gamma''$-Ni$_3$Al SISF energy (55 mJ/m$^2$). On the other hand, Cobalt, causes a monotonic decrease in the SISF energies, reducing the SISF energy from 55 to 20 mJ/m$^2$ at its approximate maximum soluble composition (14.0625 at. %). This amounts to $\sim$ 37 % decrease. In fact, it is experimentally known that cobalt, particularly, promotes primary creep while tantalum suppresses it [1, 64].

Moreover, recently it has been shown that the decrease in stacking fault energy due to the increase of Co in Ni-

FIG. 10. SISF energy change rate with respect to alloying composition $x$. 

However, the specific details of this decrease are not explicitly mentioned.
base superalloys (creep tested at 998 K/630 MPa) can promote dislocation dissociation and stacking fault formation in the matrix \[65\]. Our prediction of an increase in SISF energy upon introducing Ta into the Al-sublattice resonates with the experimental observation that Ta suppresses primary creep \[66\].

The significant increase in the SISF energy due to alloying, particularly, ternary elements known to preferentially partition to \(\gamma'\) such as Ti, Nb, Ta, and V explain why \(\gamma'\) precipitates can not be penetrated by dislocations \[67\] at low stresses. Our prediction of an increase in SISF energies with alloying explains the experimental fact that primary creep (occurring via stacking fault shearing of \(\gamma'\) precipitates) can only start at applied stresses higher than 500 MPa \[28\]. Hence the primary effect, of an increase in SISF energy, due to alloying is only overcome at the combined conditions of intermediate temperature (1023 K \[28\]) and high stresses (750 MPa \[28\]). The applied stresses impose a considerable strain (8.6 \% \[28\]) on the \(\gamma'\) lattice reducing thus the energy needed to form the fault, leading eventually to dislocations penetrating the \(\gamma'\) via stacking fault shearing mechanism. However, our results do not explain the secondary effect (following creep deformation) of alloying elements and their alloying compositions on creep properties, where it was recently \[28\] suggested that the formation of SISF fault regions is associated with long-range diffusion of Co/Cr segregants. The long range diffusion of these elements (Co/Cr) was suggested \[28\] to be intimately involved in the precipitate shearing process and is therefore closely linked to the time-dependent deformation of the alloys.

Let us mention here that Gorbatov et al. \[68\], using the Coherent potential Approximation in conjunction with DFT, have predicted (010) and (111) APB energies in \(\gamma'\) to strictly increase as a function of alloying compositions of Ti, V, Cr and Cu. This increase in SISF and APB \[68\] formation energies elucidate the role played by \(\gamma'\) precipitates as effective barriers to the moving dislocations, leading to the unique high temperature creep properties in Ni-superalloys.

On the other hand, our (111) SISF are lower than (111) APBs \[68\] energies. This is due to the fact that in the case of creation of an SISF there is no change in the first and second nearest neighbours (1st NN and 2nd NN), change only happens in the third nearest neighbours 3rd NN. Whereas creation of (111) APB causes a change in 1st NN and 2nd NN. Since 1st NN and 2nd NN interactions are stronger than 3rd NN interactions, (111) APBs formation energies are greater than (111) SISF ones. This important difference is in line with experimental observation of the stability of SISF relative to APB energies \[65\] \[69\]. As a matter of fact, when dislocations shear \(\gamma'\) precipitates during plastic creep deformation, there will be different high energy configurations such as APB and complex stacking fault CSF. These high energy configurations would convert into SISF and SESF (superlattice extrinsic stacking fault) which possess lower energies in \(\gamma'\) precipitates during creep deformation \[69\].

We plot in Fig. 10 the SISF energy change rate, \(d\gamma_{SSF}/dx\), with respect to alloying composition \(x\). All alloying elements substituting for Al sites manifest a positive decreasing linear dependence, except Hf, it has a constant rate value. Elements substituting for Ni sites show negative and positive linear dependence depending on alloy composition. The strong compositional dependence of SISF energy rate reflects the nontrivial variation of SISF energies as a function of \(x\). Hence, attempting to establish the SISF energy variation in Ni3Al-based alloys using a naive consideration of few highly-stoichiometric compositions, instead of finer compositional changes, and interpolating in-between in order to get access to the low composition region, is not possible.

3. Temperature effect

We have employed a quasistatic approach to calculate (111) SISF energy temperature dependence in L12 Ni3Al-based alloys. This approach is based on the assumption that the change in SISF energy upon increasing temperature is solely due to thermal expansion and it has been successfully used to calculate the elastic constants of Ni3Al \[70\] \[71\]. There are plentiful experimental evidences \[72\] \[74\] supporting this approximation. This approach is also supported by a theoretical investigation \[75\] on Ta where the thermal expansivity was reported to be the main contribution of temperature to the elastic constants, while other thermal effects such as phonon and electronic excitation contributions were found to be quite small at constant volume. It has been as well successfully used to calculate SISF energies in unaries \[22\] and alloys \[23\] characterized by complex magnetic structures. The SISF energy temperature dependence was established using Eq. 2 by determining the energies of L12 and D019 phases at L12 equilibrium volume \(V\) corresponding to a temperature \(T\). The volume temperature-dependence \(V(T)\) was established using a quasiharmonic Debye model \[76\].

In order to have a preliminary idea of the temperature effect on the SISF energies we have done nonSP calculations for Ni0.75-xXxAl0.25 alloys, due to the fact that it is computationally less demanding than SP scheme. However, only for the system Ni0.75-xCu-xAl0.25, calculations were performed with both SP and nonSP schemes. The alloys were modeled using 108-atom L12-based 3x3x3(3x4- atoms) and 216-atom D019-based 3x3x3(3x8-atoms) supercells. The different size of these supercells from those used in the previous sections resulted in a set of different compositions. We should emphasize here that we have not relaxed the atomic positions of the D019 structure.

In order to understand SP and nonSP impact on the SISF energy temperature dependence, we analyze the results of the system Ni0.75-xCu-xAl0.25. While nonSP data are lower than SP ones for the all compositions at high temperatures, the difference diminishes as Cu composition
increases. The maximum difference observed at 1000 K for the lowest composition 4.62975 at. % Cu is $\sim 17\%$. This difference decreases to become $\sim 5\%$ for the highest composition 13.88925 at. % Cu, always at 1000 K. SISF energy variation with temperature features a quasilinear decrease in both schemes, nonSP data exhibit a sharper decrease at higher temperature, though.

One can notice that the decrease of SISF energy as a function of temperature is observed in the whole studied systems. Interestingly, we have recently predicted similar decrease behavior of the SISF energies in the L1$_2$ compounds Ni$_3$(Al,Mn,Pt). While the decrease is relatively modest in Ni$_{0.75-x}$Co$_x$Al$_{0.25}$ and Ni$_{0.75-x}$Cu$_x$Al$_{0.25}$, it is quite significant in Ni$_{0.75-x}$Pd$_x$Al$_{0.25}$ and Ni$_{0.75-x}$Pt$_x$Al$_{0.25}$. For instance, the SISF energy is 271 mJ/m$^2$ at 0 K and 220 mJ/m$^2$ at 1000 K for the composition 18.51825 at. %Pt, this gives rise to a reduction as big as $\sim 19\%$. However, this temperature-induced reduction in SISF energy, observed in all the alloys studied here, is not strong enough to decrease the SISF energies to negative or values close to zero. In fact, as we have demonstrated above that at the highest temperature studied here i.e., 1000 K, SISF energy values of the different systems stay relatively close to their 0 K values. This helps explaining the remarkable stability of Ni$_3$Al-based alloys at high temperatures.

On the other hand, relaxing the atomic positions of D0$_{19}$ structure will reduce the SISF energy values, similarly to what we observe in Fig. 7, particularly for systems with Pd and Pt as ternary additions. But we do not think it will have a qualitative effect on the temperature dependence of the SISF energies i.e., we do not expect to have

---

**FIG. 11.** Temperature dependence of SISF energies in L1$_2$ Ni$_{0.75-x}$X$_x$Al alloys. The lines connecting the points are only to help guiding the eyes through the data.
an increase instead of the observed decrease or to have negative or values closer to zero. We plan to establish this in a separate study in the future soon.

We have as well calculated, using the SP scheme, the SISF energies at the experimental room temperature RT lattice parameters of Ni$_{0.75}$Al$_{0.25}$-$x$Ti$_x$ alloy, allowing atomic positions of both L1$_2$ and D0$_{19}$ structures to relax. As shown in Fig. 5(a) the SISF energies exhibit a significant decrease with respect to 0 K results for Ti-rich compositions ($x \geq 9.375$ at. %). It is about 30 mJ/m$^2$ at the maximum calculated composition (12.5 at. %). For Ti compositions lower than 7.8125 at. %, the difference between 0 K and RT SISF energies is almost negligible ($\leq 3$ mJ/m$^2$).

In summary, the change in SISF energies overall due to alloying is more pronounced than temperature effect. In fact, most X elements in this study, except those substituting for Ni-sites, induce over 100 % increase in SISF energies starting from a composition as small as 2 at. %. However, taking into account the considerable decrease in SISF energy in some of the studied alloys, it seems that the combined effect of alloying and temperature is very interesting to heavily explore in an independent study.

V. CONCLUSIONS

*Ab initio* calculations have been done to establish the lattice parameter and the SISF energy variation as a function of finer compositional changes $x$ for Ni$_3$Al-based alloys. Apart from Fe and Co, all the ternary additions result in a linear increase in the lattice parameter as a function of composition $x$; except vanadium, its compositional dependence reduces monotonically the lattice parameter.

On the other hand, iron and all ternary elements substituting for Al site induce an important increase in the SISF energy, which is in contrast with the scenario in γ-Ni where the stacking fault energy is reduced upon introducing an alloying element. This increase enhances γ′ precipitates resistance against shearing and consequently improves Ni-superalloys high-temperature strength. Only Co decreases monotonically the SISF energy, facilitating the stacking fault shear of γ′ precipitates and thus promoting primary creep. We have established the analytical dependence of the SISF energies on the ternary element composition $x$ limited to its solubility limit. Our ternary functional composition dependence of (111) SISF energies for pseudo-binary systems are extremely important to improve state of the art physics-based deformation models of primary creep, since the compositional dependence of SISF energies in pseudo-binary systems offer the possibility to fine-tune the SISF energies of a multicomponent alloy and thereby optimizing its creep resistance. Our preliminary calculations for thermal effect show that SISF energies decrease with temperature and this decrease becomes more important at increasing alloying compositions. While the present results represent a significant advance in stacking fault calculations in alloys, further improvements must include temperature and short range order effects.
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Equilibrium Wigner-Seitz radii (WS) can be derived from the room temperature (R.T.) experimental atomic volumes $V_{\text{exp}}$ of the alloying element ground state structure.


Dislocations enter $\gamma'$ through creating planar faults via stacking fault shearing mechanism as described in Ref. [6].


